The ABB Group is a global corporation with international, regional (DACH) and local (Switzerland) organizations. Important information is available to you on a number of different platforms. There are three important supplier portals for those suppliers that deliver to ABB PMA in Uster.

- ABB Global > [Supplying to ABB (global)]
- ABB DACH > [Supplier portal]
- ABB PMA Switzerland > [Supplier portal]

Information which we have assembled on the PMA Supplier Portal will be provided to you by other ABB business units, possibly on other business unit-specific websites or in the form of email communications. However, standard principles apply throughout ABB: complete and correctly filled out information is essential to ensure smooth processing.

Information about the topics listed below can be found on the global portal ‘Supplying to ABB’ — [ABB Group (global.abb)].

- Supply Chain Finance program
- Doing business with ABB including Useful Links:
  - Material Compliance
  - ABB Conditions of Purchase
  - Supplier Cyber Security
  - Supplier Code of Conduct
  - Procure to Pay Process including
    - ABB invoice handling and supplier payment
      - Global Version
      - Local Version
- ABB General Terms & Conditions for Purchase
- Becoming a supplier
- Supplier Cyber Security
- ABB Supplier Code of Conduct
- Sustainable Supply Base Management
- Material Compliance - conflict minerals and hazardous substance
- Integrity at ABB
- Supplier Innovation in ABB

The local portal (ABB DACH > [Supplier portal]) includes the following documents which are available to suppliers:

- Information and guidelines including
  - Invoicing information for suppliers
o Information on «Once a month payment run»
o Packaging guideline
o Shipping instruction for transport documents

- ABB general terms and conditions for purchases of goods and/or services
- Overview ABB Switzerland billing addresses including
- Becoming a supplier for ABB
- List of prohibited and restricted substances

The ABB PMA Switzerland portal takes the information shown above which applies globally or throughout Switzerland and tailors it specifically to deliveries and services supplied to ABB PMA in Uster.

**Credit rating and risk assessment on SAP Ariba:**

Please note, in particular, the information about ARIBA, ABB's new SAP tool. Suppliers must log in via SAP Ariba and undergo a creditworthiness check and risk assessment. This already applies to new suppliers.

Similarly, those suppliers with which we currently have a business relationship have also received an invitation and must register within the year. However, if their supplier data needs amending, existing suppliers must also use ARIBA immediately: only after their data has been checked and released in ARIBA will it be available in our SAP system, thus allowing invoices to be paid if, for example, bank details have changed.

ABB still only uses PMA ARIBA as a supplier master data hub (MDG-S). In the future, further modules of the SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite (SSS) such as "Ariba Sourcing" (purchasing via the Ariba platform), "Ariba Contract & Risk Management" and "Ariba Supplier Lifecycle & Performance" will be added (SLP) "(Supplier Lifecycle Management) will be rolled out. There is already a pilot for the introduction of "Ariba Guided Buying" (called SmartBuy at ABB) as the successor to the eP.

As soon as a company has registered on ARIBA (or another of the platforms known today), it can enter into an exchange with other customers or suppliers who are also registered on the respective platform and, for example, after the link has been made, future changes by updating its data in Send ARIBA to everyone automatically!